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Construction of 90-Unit
Women's Residence Hall
Will Start This Summer
The Board of Trustees of Whittier College have announced
plans for the construction this year of a new campus residence
for women students to be situated on Berkeley Way and Philadelphia St. extending to Platner Hall on the south.
(See front cover for artist's sketch of the architect's drawing.
THE ROCK will carry more information about the new residence
in the next issue.)
The fourth major campus construction since 1948, it will house
90. women and will contain 23,796 square feet of floor space. It
will be a completely modern Class A two-story-and-basement construction of steel and reinforced concrete with hip roof. Total
cost, including landscaping, will be in excess of $300,000.
CONSTRUCTION TO START BY JUNE
College officials have said they expect to start construction before the end of the spring semester in June. Plans call for the
residence to be open for occupancy by February, 1955. When
completed, the College can provide residence facilities for about
320 women students on or near the campus.
All buildings on the present site will be moved or demolished.
Curtis Way Hall will be transferred to a location at the east end
of Platner Hall facing the Quad through the generosity of Mr.
and Mrs. William Blott, long-time College friends and neighbors.
Floor plans indicate that there will be 42 double and six single
study-bedrooms, an apartment for the head resident, and a spacious 2600-square-foot lounge included in the new residence.
Necessary restroom, storage, kitchenette, service and laundry
facilities are being provided.

COLLECTORS' ITEMS
THE ROCK continues to collect covers of national magazines which feature
a Whittier College graduate with the
class of 1934. This time it's TIME magazine of Jan. 18, 1954. Last time it was
LIFE. We next expect to hear from the
BEEKEEPERS ANNUAL.
Another former Poet getting magazine attention is Dr. Arthur Hunnicutt,
'28, famous surgeon at Merritt Hospital
in Oakland. The Feb. 27, 1954, SATURDAY EVENING POST ran an illustrated article on an intestinal operation introduced by the ex-Whittier athlete. More
about this later.

SUNDRIES: (A new ROCK
feature expressly for quick, easy
reading);
The highest and lowest points in the
United States are only 86 miles apart.

PER-STUDENT SPACE IS GENEROUS
Space allocations will allow each student 134 square feet in
the study-bedrooms and about 265 square feet overall area per
student. Unit cost of construction is estimated at about $3700 per
resident.
The main portion of the building will parallel Berkeley Way
(see cover sketch). A two-story wing at its southern end will parallel Platner Hall. Located at its northern end and paralleling
Philadelphia St. will be the lounge wing, running eastward and
occupying 2600 square feet. In the "U" formed by the two wings
will be located a 130'x60' landscaped court, a portion of which
will be covered.
Outside dimensions of the residence are estimated at 200' x
135'.
Answering a great need at the College for on-campus residence
facilities, the new construction follows closely the building of
Wanberg Hall in 1950 for housing men students. These together
with Hoover Hall and the Broadoaks School, built in 1948, represent continued steps in the expansion and growth of the Whittier
College campus and its physical plant.
William H. Harrison, A.I.A., is architect for the new residence.

PHOTO CREDITS: Robe,t X. Dill, TIME
magazine, Detroit News, Hodgdon Studios, South
Pasadena, Andy Cummings.
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Plan Reunion
For Class of '34
Members of the Class of '34 pause
in their planning for an Alumni Day
reunion for their classmates. Seated,
left to right: Dr. Roy Newsom, Mrs.
Doris (Smith) Harris, Mrs. Barbara
(Rees) Mashburn. Standing: Ralph
D. Rich, Murle E. Mashburn, Richard H. Spaulding, Richard F. Harris,
Richard A. Thomson, Paul M. Bixby, Kenneth L. Ball, and Hubert C.
Perry, Alumni Association president.

1934: Graduating Senior;
1954: Honored Guest

Vice President Nixon Accepts
Commencement Speaker Invitation
HE PRESENCE on. campus of
Vice President Richard M.
Nixon, '34, to deliver the
main address to Whittier College's graduating seniors will
make Commencement and Alumni Day on Saturday, June 12,
one of the most momentous occasions in the College's history.
Members of the Alumni Association and the College administration are making plans for
the day's various functions
which promise returning Alumni
a full measure of satisfaction
and pride in being a member of
the Whittier Family.
In anticipation of a large outpouring of Alumni, guests, and
friends of the College, as well as
parents and friends of those who
will receive academic degrees during Commencement exercises,
tentative plans have been made
to shift the Commencement site
to Hadley Field and the annual
Alumni Luncheon to the Quad.
Detailed information will be
mailed to all Alumni in time for
those desiring to be present to
make suitable reservations for
the day's various events, including reserved seats at Commencement. The next issue of THE
ROCK will also carry detailed information.

T
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Observing reunions will be the
classes of 1904 (50th anniversary), 1929 (25th), and 1934
(20th) (see above photo of '34
reunion committee). These, plus
the class of '54, will be honored
at the luncheon between 12 and
1:30 p.m. Class reunions and receptions will be held at various
locations in Whittier between
2:30 and 4p.m.
Wallace S. Wiggins, '29, will
emcee the Luncheon, arrangements for which are in charge
of Mrs. Lambert Ferguson
(Mary Lou Follett) '39. Clinton
0. Harris, '34, will assist in security arrangements during the
alumni functions.
Following last year's successful experiment, seminars on various topics of current interest
are scheduled for campus locations between 11 and 11:30 a.m.
Burt Parminter, '37, is chairman.
Also under consideration is a
groundbreaking ceremony for
the new women's residence hall
at 1:45, with Vice President
Nixon turning the first shovel
of earth on the Berkeley Way
site.
Commencement exercises will
be held between 4:30 and 6 p.m.
Nixon will receive an honorary

Mrs. Jean Miller
Heads '29 Reunion
Pictured below is Mrs. Jean (McWhorter) Miller, '29, chairman of
the class of 1929's 25th Year Reunion
committee. Other members of the
committee include Mrs. Lois (Warner) Adams, Russell H. Adams, Earl
C.Clevanger, Mrs, Jeanette (Sanders) Cox, Mrs. Lillian (French)
Flanders, Ralph B. Pease, Mrs. Alice
(Wright) Peelle, Mrs. Katherine
(Barber) Robinson, Mrs. Gertrude
(Kinnear) Rogers, Mrs. Margaret
(Hadley) Root, and Wallace S. Wiggins.

degree from the College.
Steering committee for Alumni Day is under the chairmanship of Newt P. Robinson, '37.
Other members include Hubert
C. Perry, '35; Thomas W. Bewley, e'26; Kenneth L. Ball, '34;
William F. Soeberg, '35; and
Leonard H. Crofoot, '49, director of Alumni relations.
Page 3

A Great American Sounds a Warning

Paul G. Hoffman Discusses ,
Americanism and Freedom
to be asked
deliver a convocation adI todress
at Whittier College,
T IS A GREAT HONOR

which, from the day of its founding, has given continuing evidence of its desire to stimulate
among its students a spirit of
free inquiry. Even in these difficult days Dr. Smith has kept
that tradition very much alive.
I also appreciate being presented to you by my son Hallock.
He has given a rather dramatic
demonstration of what early
training will do. I personally directed the attention of our children to the Fourth Commandment
and, futhermore, kept their attention riveted on that commandment during their formative years. As a matter of fact,
I thought I had Hallock persuaded that he should not only honor
and respect his father and mother but also support them once
he had attained manhood. We
have no complaint on the score
of the respect and honor he has
shown us, but all hope that he
might ever support us was lost
when he became a member of the
Society of Friends and an associate director of the American
Friends Service Committee. The
Friends seem to be very frugal
people
Never has there been a period
in American history when our
people have been so deeply concerned with the subject of UnAmerican activities. And never
has there been so much confusion over what is American and
what is not. Sometimes confusion can be merely unpleasant;
sometimes it can be dangerous.
In this instance, it is dangerous
beyond question—and becomes
more so by the day. Before its
spread becomes deadly, we need
to cut through all the strident
controversy and decide exactly
what we are talking about—
what are the perils confronting
us, inside as well as outside our
country, and what are the truly
American ways to surmount
them.

Paul G. Hoffman is
chairman of the board of
the Studebaker Corp., former administrator of the
Economic Cooperation Administration, and one-time
head of the Ford Foundation.
He is, furthermore, a
confidant of President Eisenhower (and his golfing
companion at Ike's recent
Palm Springs vacation.)
Recently Mr. Hoffman
addressed the student body
and faculty of the College
at a convocation. His timely
and encouraging remarks
about a serious problem
now facing the United
States and its citizens were
exceedingly well received.
THE ROCK hereby prints a
condensation of Mr. Hoffman's address.
Our concern is based on a very
real fact. We are faced with
great peril. There is a conspiracy directed from Moscow aimed
at undermining our security and
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the security of all free countries.
Communist agents have infiltrated into high places of government, labor, and the arts. There
has been a determined effort to
get our people to accept the
Communist ideology. And, as we
meet here today, the agents of
the Kremlin are busy trying to
create dissension among the free
nations and disunity within each
of the free nations. The goal of
the Russian leaders is world conquest—nothing less. However
much we may hope to see a
change of heart, current events
leave us no encouragement. The
four-power conference in Berlin
has again demonstrated the
Kremlin's lack of sincerity. The
Russian representatives have acted in typical fashion, making it
clear their ambition is as sinister
as ever. These are facts we must
keep in the forefront of our
minds.
Another real danger is the
danger of using the wrong internal methods to combat the Communist menace. In our zeal to
fight Communism, we must not
blunder into the very disunity
the Kremlin seeks to promote.
We must not be betrayed into using measures and practices that
impair the sources of our
strength.
There are indeed two ways—
American and Un-American—to
act upon those facts. And it is
high time for all of us to define
sharply in our minds which is
which.
To begin with the obvious, Americans who are Communists,
or serve Communism, or knowingly aid and abet Communist
aims, are most despicably Un-American. They must be dealt
with severely and relentlessly.
The confusion that imperils us
rises from the broader areas into which this question has been
so fatefully projected. These are
the areas in which we need so
much to clear the air by determining distinctly what is American and what is not.
I think there would be almost
unanimous agreement that we
have one reliable guide in the
concepts of our founding fathers. These concepts have been
the guide, the inspiration, and
the mainstay of the American
(Continued on Page 12)
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I will give you as a light to
the nations that my salvation
may reach to the end of the earth"

La cys 'Back Horn e' In
India as Missionaries
three missionaries
bishops and nearly 350
Tyears
of missionary service
HERE ARE

behind the decision of Henry and
Elizabeth Lacy, both 35, to return to India with their five
children.
It will continue a tradition
that began three generations ago in her family, and two generations ago in his. It will resume
a service they gave in India
from 1940 to 1947
Elizabeth (Pickett) and Henry Lacy. . . met while they were
attending Whittier College in
California, and were married
following their graduation in
1940. He had been born in China, where his parents were missionaries, and she had been born
in India.
The next year they went to
India, where he served as principal of a Methodist high school
for boys. During the war he
volunteered for service with the
Office of Strategic Services. Because of his background in China, he was assigned to subversive operations behind the enemy lines in South China. For his
services there President Truman
awarded him the Bronze Star.
In 1947 the family, which
then included the two daughters
and the oldest boy, came to California, where Mr. Lacy began
work on a master's degree in soHank, Elizabeth
And the Little Lacys
Three of Hank and Elizabeth Lacy's
five children went 'back home" when
the Lacy family departed for India a
few months ago. Ruth, 11, Henry III,
8, and Jessie, 6, were horn in India.
Douglas, 3, and Brent, 3 months when
this picture was taken in the Lacy's
Detroit home, were born in the Michigan city. All seven left the United
States on the Queen Mary and later
boarded a freighter-passenger vessel
for the remaining voyage. Left to
right: Mrs. Elizabeth Lacy and boredwith-it-all Baby Brent; Henry III; Mr.
Lacy; Douglas; Jessie Lou and Ruth.
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cial work. Two years later he
became supervisor of the Methodist Children's home in Detroit,
continuing his graduate studies
at Wayne University.
Now, believing that "world
tensions can be avoided only as
those with limited opportunities
are enabled to help themselves,"
they are going back to India.
On their arrival he will become principal of the Ingraham
Institute, an interdenominational, international and interracial
rural extension center outside
of Delhi. The institute has departments of carpentry, tailoring, sheet metal, tool and die
arts, agriculture and adult literacy. It also offers Bible teacher
training. Its goal is to train natives to take over the work and
support their own church programs.
The Nardin Park Methodist
Church and the Clawson Methodist Church (both in Detroit)
are assuming responsibility for
most of the support of the Lacy
family in their new service in
India.

Henry A. and Elizabeth
(Pickett) Lacy, both graduates of Whittier College in
the class of 1940, are currently engaged in missionary field work in India. It
is a work that is dear to
their hearts; yet more important, it is a work that is
completely selfless and totally void of personal financial gain.
It typifies, in a sense,
the kind of spirit that
guides so many Whittier
College products into the
unsung but devoted professions of teaching, the ministry, social work, missionary work and kindred others.
Hank and Elizabeth were
active undergraduates at
Whittier. He was president
of his senior class, captain
of the tennis team, vice
president of the Orthogonian Society, rally chairman,
a member of the Knights,
and a valued worker in the
YMCA.
Elizabeth was treasurer
of the Palmer Society and a
member of the Sophomore
Service Committee.

STORY AND PICTURE REPRINTED FROM THE
DETROIT NEWS OF AUGUST 22, 1953

I

ATHENIAN ALUMNAE enjoyed a recent meeting at the Whittier home of
Mrs. Ted Mooschekian. Seated on floor,
left to right: Mrs. Jean (Ginter) Schneringer, '49; Mrs. Martha (Stagis) Russell,
'46;
Mrs. Helen (Drescher) Earl, '46; Mrs.
Pat (Read) Sayer, e'50; Mrs. Gloria (De
Garmo) Mooschekian, '51; Mrs. Margaret (Mayberry) Williams, '34. Seated: Mrs.
Earlene (Woodward) Mele, '43; Mrs. Mary (Atkins) Padia, '45; Mrs. Pat (Cattanach) Deihl, '46; Mrs. Roberta (Christofersen) Brown, '47; Mrs. Mae (Scott)
Mossman, '46; Mrs. Nesa (Moses) Crofoot, '47; Mrs. Phoebe (Evans) Sandberg,
'47;Mrs. Alice (Atkins) Wallace, e'41.
Standing: Mrs. Helene (Lawson) Wright,
'48;Mrs. Audrey (Yoder) Mueller, e'43;
Mrs. Betty Jo (Adams) Griffith, '45; Mrs.
Betty (Taylor) Alden, e'43.

IONIAN ALUMNAE got together Jan. 27 at the
home of Mrs. Rose Price in Whittier. Members attending were (seated left to right) Miss Lois Danner, '52; Miss Carole Price, '53; Miss Carol Walker,
'52;Mrs. Joan (Nelson) Willner, '50; and hostess
Mrs. Ella Rose (Durston) Price, '50; and (standing) Miss Helen Fiondella, '53; Miss Joanne Thrig,
'53;Mrs. Patricia (Van Veizer) Heard, '50.
METAPHONIAN ALUMNAE enjoyed themselves
immensely at a meeting at the home of Mrs. Leland Woodard, '43, in Whittier. Left front table,
seated 1. to r., are Mrs. Olive (Chandler) Clift,
e'41; Mrs. Katherine (Dill) Currey, e'46; Mrs.
Virginia (Holloway) Porter, '40; Right front table: Mrs. Edythe (Olsen) Eastman, '40; Mrs.
Dorothy (Richards) Equitz, '51; Mrs. Marva
(Klein) Brandon, '51; Mrs. Shirley (Hoberg)
Thompson, e'43; Mrs. Jean (Culp) Reese, '48. Left
rear table: Mrs. Marilyn (Ross) Steely, '44; Mrs.
Kitty Lou (Kaler) Brown, '41; Mrs. Lois (Anderson) Roessler, '47; Mrs. Helen (Walters) Payne,
'51;
Right rear table: Mrs. Barbara (Ranzona) Myers, '51; Mrs. Betty (Johnson) Peckinpaugh, '50;
Mrs. Sue (Rogers) Sullivan, '52; Mrs. Irma (Girard) Bailey, '51. Standing 1. to r.:. Mrs. Virginia
Lou (Hoefer) Harmon, '36; Mrs. Evelyn (Cravens)
Valentine, '39; Mrs. Nelda (Connally) Siegmund,
'52;Mrs. Barbara Jean (Brown) Harrington, '42;
Mrs. Dean (Dice) Thompson, '43; Mrs. Mary Ellen
(Perry) Hartman, 41; Mrs. Mary (Bedford) Hendrick, '40; Mrs. Imogene (Ritchie) Wicker, '51;
Mrs. Barbara (Holloway) Smith, '43; Mrs. Dorothy (Essley) Wilson, e'39.

PALMER ALUMNAE met recently at
the home of Mrs. Ethel Eckels in San
Marino. Attending, left to right, were Mrs.
Jane (Longwell) Tenopir, '47; Mrs. Betty
(Betts) Simons, '50; Mrs. Contance
(Cole) Bailey, '38; Frances (Graves)
Johnson, '40; Miss Grace Elizabeth Dickerson, '32; Mrs. Sally (Martin) Cooper,
e'51; Mrs. Hazel (Hayes) Gardner, '36;
Mrs. Hannah (Thomas) Whitson, '42;
Mrs. Lauretta (Meller) Wood, '36; Mrs.
Carol (Coiner) Saunders, '45; Miss Florence Barmore, '45; and Mrs. Ethel
(Koontz) Eckels, '25.

THE ROCK

Whittier Family Notes.
Soeberg New 'Veep'
William W. Soeberg, '35, customer engineer for International Business Machines, has been appointed
vice president of the Alumni Association to succeed Dr. John D.
Kegler, '38, who resigned the post
due to heavy duties in the Los Angeles School System, The new appointment is effective through Aug.
31, 1954.

Outgoing Broadoaks Prexy
•0

Former Athletic Head
Verne Landreth Feted
their former coach,
Verne S. Landreth, memHbers
of the Whittier College
ONORING

was the peg for an informal
meeting of the Hawaii Chapter
of the Whittier College Alumni
Association at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Koon Wah (Lurena
Yee) Lee in Honolulu.
Dr. and Mrs. Robinson, who
took the advantage of the semester break to vacation briefly in
the Islands, kept Hawaii Chapter members present absorbed
with information about present
conditions on the campus. He is
lecturer in economics at the College.
They were also guests of the
Hawaii group at a novel "Hekka
Party" in a Honolulu tea house,
where all present ate Japanese
culinary with chopsticks while
seated on a matted rug.
Later the group adjourned to
Honolulu International Airport

basketball team of 1933 gathered
at the home of Paul M. Bixby,
200 S. Lexington Ave., El Monte,
last Jan. 9.
Ten players from that team
and the honored guest partook
of a steak dinner, hashed over
old times, and then went in a
body to Wardman Gym to help
cheer the current Poet team to a
victory over Occidental.
The reunion marked the first
time in 20 years that the coach
and his former players got together. Landreth is chief of the
Bureau of Health, Physical Education and Recreation for the
California State Department of
Education in Sacramento.
Last year the former Poet tossers entered the Verne S. Landreth Trophy which is presented
to the Whittier basketball player
showing the most improvement
over the previous year.
Landreth was head of the College's Department of Physical
Education from 1929 through
1934 and also served as head
basketball and track coach.
Members present were Bill
Duncan, Hamilton Tallman, Bob
Holiday, Homer Hoisington,
Harold Jones, Bill Soeberg, John
Christopher, George Chisler
and Bixby. Sending regrets were

(Continued on Page 14)

(Continued on Page 14)

Hawaii Chapter Honors
Visiting Faculty Member
visit to Hawaii by
Dr. and Mrs. J. S. RobinA son
of the College faculty
RECENT

Broadoaks Chapter
Gets New Officers
The nominating committee of the Broadoaks Alumnae Chapter will present the following slate of
officers for approval later
this spring, according to
President Betty (Davies)
Simkins, (above):
President—Mrs. Betty
(Emerson) Watkins.
Vice President—Mrs.
Lois (Cumming) Edwards.
Secretary—Mrs. Georgia
Beth (Lodter) Cates.
Historian—Miss Anne
Marie Orlow.
The candidates will be
voted on at the Chapter's
May 1 luncheon meeting, at
which time the Broadoaks
group plans to announce
the results of its fund drive
for Broadoaks.
Mrs. Ellen (Gilchrist)
Sheridan, '22, West Coast
editor of "House Beautiful," will speak at the May
1 luncheon. Reservation
cards will be mailed to
members by mid-April.
The outgoing Chapter
president, Mrs. Simkins,
served two terms and is
credited with building the
Broadoaks Chapter to its
present successful and active place in the Whittier
College family of alumni
groups.
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1953.54 Appeal Nears Halfway Mark

Graph Shows Sure and Steady
Increase in Alumni Fund Giving
that the Whittier College Alumni Fund Appeal is a
living, growing thing can be seen in the accompanying bargraph on this page of THE ROCK. It is felt with something more
than mere enthusiasm that the stair-stepping success of the annual
Appeal will continue in its steady course.
But the current Appeal is still considerably short of the $10,000
goal set for 1953-54. The shaded lines in the top portion of the righthand bar indicates that we are less than halfway to the top. (A lastminute check reveals that funds received now total $4992 instead
of the lesser figure shown in the graph.)
Not only is total giving increasing annually; the average gift has
kept pace with this progress.
In 1949-50, the average gift was $3.61. This figure jumped to $5.70
in 1950-51, to $7.44 in 1951-52, and to $7.66 in 1952-53. This year's
average gift from individual donors may reach $8.25 before the
Appeal is concluded in August.
With this in mind, it is now fitting that THE ROCK draw to the
attention of the Whittier College family of graduates and former
students that more than $5000 is still required to fill in with black
the shaded lines in Bar 5 to meet the goal established by your Alumni
Association!
Won't you mail your check today?

V

ISUAL PROOF

Alumni Fund Progress Graph
GIFT TO
Li - AVERAGE
ALUMNI FUND
-

TOTAL ALUMNI FUND
CONTPIBUTION5

- PROPORTION NEEDED FOR
WEN,- 195 -54 ALUMNI FUND GOAL

04e6,00

'438 9.00

2533.5O
$ 93.gO
1949-50

1950-51

1951-52

1952-53

1953-54
To Date
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College Adds Four
New Faculty Members
educators, includtwo eminent political sciFing
entists, joined the Whittier
OUR NEW

College faculty for the spring
semester, and Mrs. Nelda M.
Siegmund, a graduate of the College, has been named assistant
dean of women for the semester.
Dr. Edward S. Corwin, McCormick Professor Emeritus of
Jurisprudence at Princeton University, and Dr. Carl B. Swisher,
Current enrollment at the College is
now 906 according to the Office of the
Registrar.

professor of political science at
Johns Hopkins University, will
collaborate in a course on contemporary patterns of current
constitutional developments in
the United States. This significant offering has been made
possible by the John Randolph
Haynes and Dora Haynes Foundation of Los Angeles.
Other new members are Dr.
Inez B. Hull, visiting instructor
in biology, and Mrs. James M.
Perkins, visiting lecturer in art.
Dr. Corwin was for many
year chairman of the Department of Politics at Princton. He
is considered a top authority on
the U. S. Constitution and has
served on various Governmental
agencies as a consultant on Constitutional matters.
Dr. Swisher, like Dr. Corwin, has served as visiting professor at numerous universities
throughout the country. He is
the author of numerous books
in the field of American Constitutionalism.
Dr. Hull studied at Rice Institute and Brown University and
has taught at both colleges
as well as Harvard's Medical
School. She comes to Whittier
from a research assistantship in
genetics at Caltech.
Mrs. Perkins, a 1945 graduate of Whittier College, has
served on the faculty in the past
and has been art consultant for
elementary schools in the Whittier area.
Mrs. Siegmund replaces Miss
Marjorie Gregg as dean of women. Miss Gregg is on a leave
of absence this semester.
THE ROCK

LB—Harbor Chapter
In Record Turnout
Aand friends gathered
N lumni
in the Supper Room of the
INETY WHITTIER COLLEGE

Lafayette Hotel in Long Beach
for the 5th annual Long BeachHarbor Area Alumni Chapter
dinner meeting held on Saturday, March 6.
President Vernon Sheperd,
'26,
presided over the meeting,
one of the most successful ever
held by the Chapter. Highlights
of the evening were addresses
by President Paul S. Smith and
Judge Frank G. Swain, e'll.
Judge Swain appeared in the
role of "Alumnus of the Year."
President Smith discussed the
development of the College and
the significant place increased
Alumni activity and support can
play in future plans. He also told
of the noted visiting professors
who are members of the Whittier College faculty family for
this year on various national
foundation grants.
An election of officers produced the following: John A.
Christiansen, '42, president; Edward B. Patterson, '37, vice
president; Mrs. John R. Brennan (Pat Patterson, '50.), secretary; and Ray S. Dezember,
'53, treasurer.
Corrine Sheperd, '25, reported
on the annual tea held by the
Chapter for Whittier College women students and their mothers
in August of each year. The 1953
affair was held in the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Thoburn Davis,
'27,
4121 Linden Ave., Long
Beach.
W. Clem Reece, '27, told the
group of plans for a "feed" for
prospective Whittier men students from the Long BeachHarbor area to be held on March
17 at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Cliff Meyer, '38, 3440 Gaviota
Ave., Long Beach.
The results of the first year of
the Chapter's foundation were
presented by Gene M. Bishop,
'39. The trust fund has reached
$1400 and has been invested,
with the interest going into the
Association Alumni Fund from
the Long Beach-Harbor Chapter
to provide scholarship help to
worthy Whittier students.
MARCH 1954

SPEECH CLINIC AT WORK—Dr. Robert Douglass, visiting speech specialist in the Whittier College 1953 Summer Session, and Miss Arlene Slaugenwhite,
'53, a student clinician, assist a young client with a device which tests his hearing
capabilities, typical of the work done in the College's Speech and Hearing Clinic.

Campus Clinic Serves Patient, Student
of the Whittier College Speech and Hearing
Clinic were opened in September of 1946, more than 12,500
S hours
of therapeutic treatment have been spent on nearly
INCE THE DOORS

500 clients by about 125 student clinicians and staff members.
The fulfillment of the Clinic's two main purposes—to provide
both theoretical and practical training for teachers in speech
and hearing therapy and to offer clinical treatment for persons
with speech or hearing difficulties—has brought it a position of
high service and respect in the community.
Started by Dr. Herold Lillywhite and now under the direction
of Dr. Lester L. Harris, the Clinic hit its all-time high in enrollment last summer when 1000 clinic hours were conducted.
But at the present time, according to Dr. Harris, the Clinic
cannot adequately provide service for more than a portion of
those who seek help in this area. The most pressing needs at
this time are the expansion of space and equipment facilities
and the establishment of more clinical assistantships and scholarships, he said.
The heavy demand in the public schools for trained teachers
to work with children who are hard of hearing or who have
speech problems is so great that each trained therapist has
available to him several attractive positions.
The East Whittier Lions Club has given the Clinic a new
tape-recorder and awarded scholarships for the summer and
fall of last year and the first semester this school year. This,
according to Dr. Harris, is an excellent contribution and is
suggestive of how the Clinic's needs may be met.
A memorial fund has been established for the assembling of
gifts to be used by the Clinic. Friends of Whittier College and
the Clinic may suggest this fund in lieu of money spent for
flowers on the occasions of funerals. Appropriate acknowledgment will always be made, Dr. Harris said.
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i Never as Fine a Friend'- - - by Dick Thomson, '34
hit tier College, like other fine institutions, has its eras. These
eras are near and dear to the hearts of those who were in them,
and when they come to an end and pass into the realm of memory, a
certain nostalgia remains. So it was on Jan. 1 of this year that part
of an era slipped into this nostalgic phase with the passing of Max
Peel.
Although Max Peel never attended Whittier College, it never had
as fine a friend. Those of us who knew Max and what he did to rally
the support of the Whittier townspeople to the colors of the Purple
and Gold will never forget his untiring efforts—the formation of
the "Howling Hundred," the pep talks he gave at rallies when spirit
was needed, and the inseparable friendship with his favorite coach,
Chief Newman.
To the student body of that era, Max was a symbol—a symbol of
the spirit and loyalty of Whittier College. We who knew him will
miss him greatly.

THE LATE MAX PEEL

Covering the Poets:

Last:-Gasp Upset: Prevents
Cagers From Going in Red
upset of
Nazarene, 63-61,
A Pasadena
in the last game of the seaNOTHER THRILLING

son climaxed and highlighted
Whittier's 1953-54 cage story.
The win over the Nazarenes duplicated a feat pulled off by last
year's team.
The victory salvaged an even
break for the year for the Poets,
who compiled a 14-14 record. It
also prevented Aubrey Bonham's
15 - year Poet coaching mark
from falling below .500. No Bonham-coached Whittier team has
ever lost more than it won.
The mid-season loss of regulars Joe Wohimuth and Jim
Kruse to grades seriously hurt
Poet chances for a standout year
and no doubt cost Whittier another Southern California Conference championship. As things
turned out, Caltech took the SCIC crown (for the first time in
league history) and the Poets
tied for second with Redlands.
Whittier defeated PomonaClaremont three times and Long
Page 10

Beach St. twice, meanwhile recording singletons over Chapman, La Verne, Pasadena Nazarene, Redlands, Cal Aggies, Mather AFB, Occidental, Loyola
and Caltech.
San Diego St. and Pepperdine
were able to lick the Poets twice
without revenge, and Pasadena
Nazarene also won a pair before
losing the finale. Single losses
came at the hands of Redlands,
Nevada U., Chico St., Fresno St.,
1954 Football Schedule
Sept. 24 - Santa Barbara, home
Oct. 2 - at Flagstaff (Ariz.) St.
Oct. 9 - Occidental, home
Oct. 16 - Chico St., home
Oct. 23 - Caltech, home
Oct. 30 - Pepperdine at El Camino JC Stadium
Nov. 6 - Los Angeles St., home
Nov. 13 - at Pomona-Claremont
Nov. 20 - at Redlands
Nov. 27 - at San Diego St.
All games are scheduled for
nights except the last three.

Westmont, Oxy, Loyola and Caltech.
Jerry Johncox, senior from
Whittier, was the squad's top
scorer with 383 points in the 28
games. He was also named to the
all-conference team for the second year. Runner-up in team
scoring was center Marlyn Davis, sophomore from Alhambra,
with 341.
Bonham loses Johncox, Jerry
Hartman, Don Wells and Dick
Norcross by graduation, retaining such youngsters as Davis,
Mary Sippel, George Pierson and
Duke Lewis.
He should get monumental
assistance next season from his
freshmen, who raced to one of
the best records in Whittier history. They won 19 and lost only
one, the latter to Loyola's frosh,
61-46, after having once handled
them in easy fashion.
There was considerable talent
and plenty of depth on the yearling squad and prospects for
next year's club are high.
A STANDOUT 4:15.4 mile by
Russ Bonham in his first outing
of the year got Whittier's spring
sports slate off to a good start.
Russ stepped off the fast mark
Feb. 27 and appears a sure thing
to snap his old best time of
4:10.5 before long.
Poet baseball, track, tennis
and swimming teams got their
regular schedules moving during
the first week of March. Aubrey
Bonham's track and field crew
will probably be the spring's top
aggregation. Severe graduation
losses will hurt the other outfits.
THE ROCK

Being a miscellaneous
collection of odds, ends and things
Recent convocation speakers have included
PAUL G. HOFFMAN, chairman of the board of the
Studebaker Corp. and formerly administrator of
the Economic Cooperation Administration and the
Ford Foundation; Miss ELSIE FARRIS, Long Beach
attorney; and the REV. EMERSON G. HANGEN, pastor of the First Congregational Church of Long
Beach . . . There were 51 seniors who completed
academic requirements for graduation in January . . . BOB DUNHAM, Whittier's all-SCIC fullback and grid captain of 1953, will receive a tryout as a defensive back with the Los Angeles Rams
this summer . . . Married over the Christmas holidays was Miss MARGARETHA L0H MANN, chairman of the Department of Music. She is now MRS.
DAVID BLUMEN . . . The College's 40-voice A Cappella Choir under EUGENE RIDDLE sang in six
Northern California cities on their annual tour
recently.
While PRESIDENT PAUL S. SMITH was in
Washington, D. C., in January, he was startled
to meet on the street Miss JANE HOCKETT, '40,
daughter of the College's "Elder Statesman,"
HOWARD HOCKETT. JANE was in Washington, following a Whittier visit, before returning to the
U. S. Embassy in Damascus, where she is employed . . . PREXY was in the capitol to see DICK
NIXON after attending a meeting of the Association of American Colleges in Cincinnati . . . One
hundred and twenty-five members of the Choral
Conductors Guild met on the Poet campus in January.
*
*
*
DR. J. WILLIAM ROBINSON, chairman of the
Department of Political Science, has been named
director of next year's Institute of World Affairs
at Riverside. The good prof is also author of an
article on the Institute in the current edition of
"World Affairs Interpreter" . . . DR. JAMES F.
MARSHALL, associate professor of French, has
been selected to the honorary committee of Furoniers formed recently by the Organization for
the Preservation of French Art . . . Faculty members DR. PAUL RICE (Biology), DR. E. RAY NICHOLS JR. (Speech) and DR. C. MIL0 C0NNICK(Religion) attended professional meetings in Los
Angeles, New York, and Evanston, Ill., respectively, over the Christmas holidays . . . Miss JENNIE
HALL, junior from Holtville, was elected 1953
Football Queen and reigned over the Football Banquet at the conclusion of the season.
At the Southern California Basketball Writers Association luncheon a day or two after
Pasadena Nazarene buried the Whittier cagers,
85-53, COACH KEN KOEPPEL of the Nazarenes
said: "I was happy to beat Whittier. We kinda
poured it on. I seldom do a thing like that, but
the boys wanted to do it, the crowd wanted to do
it, and I wanted to do it. I told the boys I'd buy
them a steak dinner if they beat Whittier by 30
points—and they did." (Eds. note: See Sports
page 10 for sequel to this.)
*
*
*
Whittier is one of the West Coast colleges
who have agreed to limit cash scholarships to only
MARCH 1954

POET PATTER
those who need it. Students who win college scholarships but have no financial need for them will
get "academic recognition" but no money. The
plan will help eliminate bidding for students
through scholarships. Colleges subscribing to the
plan include Caltech, Stanford, USC, Associated
Colleges of Claremont, Redlands, Lewis & Clark,
Mills, Occidental, Whitman, Reed and Whittier.
DR. JOHN SCHUTZ, visiting lecturer of history
and political science, is secretary-treasurer of the
Pacific Coast branch of the American Historical
Association for 1954 . . . Whittier has shared in
the Helms Foundation Scholarship program to the
extent of one out of 10 $600 scholarships . . . The
December, 1953, news issue of "Institute of International Education" features DAVID MINTZ, '49,
who became a drama teacher at the Putney School
in Vermont after studying at the Royal Academy
in London under a Fulbright grant. He was given
a screen test by the London office of Paramount
Pictures and is now under contract to Paramount
in Hollywood under the professional name of
DAVID KNIGHT.
Sixteen Whittier College students have been
named to "Who's Who Among Students in American Colleges and Universities" . . . New society
presidents are: Athenians—Miss KARIN NORDSTROM (Whittier); Ionians—Miss MARY ALICE
WHITNEY (Fullerton) ; Metaphonians—MISS BEVERLY BUTLER (Whittier); Palmers—MISS PHYLLIS LEE (Thousand Oaks) ; Thalians—Miss ROSALEE ABACHERLI (Norwalk) ; Franklins—TED
RASMUSSEN (Whittier) ; Lancers—TONY PIERNO
(Burbank); Orthogonians—CRAIG BARKER (Alhambra); Sachsens—LARRY HAYES (Indio) ; William Penns—DON FREEMAN (Whittier).
COACH GEORGE H. ALLEN is not holding a
spring football practice this year, using the SCIC
option of getting in an extra week of drills this
fall . . . ALLEN, incidentally, was recently the
father of a second son. BEACH LEIGHTON (Geology) was also similarly blessed with a son.. . New
student-body officers for the coming year are
KENDALL BOWLIN (Mojave), president; ORVILLE
G. COPE (San Pedro), vice' president; Miss LUCIA
KELLY (Carlsbad), secretary; and WILLIAM NEWSOM (Norwalk) treasurer . . . Enrollment in the
Extended Day classes is 165, largest registration
in the program's history covering six semesters
Summer school dates are June 21-July 30 and
Aug. 2-27 . . . More than 300 high school seniors
were introduced to Whittier College and its program through the annual "Campus Day" March
6. The campus visitors visited departments, were
entertained at lunch, and viewed a style show and
Poet football movies . . . Twenty kindergarten
students from the Broadoaks School took part in a
classroom demonstration before members of the
Western States regional conference of the Association for Student Teaching at the Statler Hotel
in Los Angeles March 6.
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Colleges Should Teach What
Communism Is - - Hoffman
(Continued from Page 4)

people through all our growth
as a nation. They have never
failed us; and, because they are
so eternally right, they never
will, unless we fail them.
I am sure you can identify
them as easily as I. Most of
them are set forth clearly in the
basic documents of our republic
—the Declaration of Independence, the Constitution, and the
Bill of Rights. They are the concepts of freedom and justice and
the dignity of man—freedom of
speech, freedom of the press,
freedom of worship, and the
right of people to assemble
peaceably; protection against
unreasonable searches and seizures, and protection against deprivation of life, liberty or property without due prcess of law.
It would certainly seem to follow that, if we are going to be
good Americans, we should support these principles. If we believe in them firmly, we must
give them more than thought
service, more than lip service.
We must give them action service. We must bestir ourselves to
a recognition of the extent to
which they are jeopardized, and
determine what must be done to
preserve them. It would be
worthwhile, in so doing, to take
several of these rights which our
forefathers put such store and
see how they apply to the current
scene.
Freedom of speech is a basic
right from which flow freedom
of thought and freedom in inquiry. It is a right without which
all others are meaningless. The
tyrants of history—and of today
—have known this, and as the
quickest and surest way of
crushing individual liberty, have
denied their people the right to
think freely and to speak their
mind.
They have done so even while
giving their own kind of lip service to the word "freedom." Article 124 of the constitution of
the Soviet Union reads—I quote:
"Freedom of religious worship
and freedom of anti-religious
propaganda is recognized for all
Page 12

citizens." While religious gatherings are permitted, any genuine expression of religious sentiment by real preaching is not
only taboo but very dangerous.
The form of freedom is by no
means the substance of freedom.
The men of the Kremlin have never revoked that guarantee of
the constitution, but they have
done better for their purpose.
They have spread fear abroad in
the land; and the citizens stricken with fear have become silent
about things so unpopular as
God or constitutional liberties,
even within the walls of their
own homes.
Of all the forms of tyranny
over the mind of man, none is
more terrible than fear. Freedom of thought—which leads to
discussion, criticism and debate
—can be stifled by fear as well
as by force. Persecution by public opinion can be as powerful
as purges and pogroms. Freedom to inquire can be restricted
by social pressure as surely as
by official edict.
Recently, after I had spoken
at one of our major universities,
a student asked what I thought
about the study of Communism
in our schools. I said I certainly
thought we ought to teach what
Communism is, so that the new
and most important generation
of Americans can know exactly
why it is such a menace. He told
me that as a result of intense
pressure from certain alumni
and certain groups within the
community all courses about
Communism had been dropped.
Further, that any dispassionate
discussion of Communism on the
part of a faculty member would
start investigators investigating
and the telephones of the members of the pressure groups buzzing.
You may say that the university authorities should have remained steadfast in the face of
all these pressures, but, before
you cast any stones, let me tell
you what the president of the
student body in one of our large
Eastern universities told me. He

said that students are shrinking
away from joining any organization, however long it has been
a campus fixture, if it could be
regarded in any way as having
liberal tendencies. They are afraid of the consequences. They
had rather sit tight than chance
the ruin of their careers by
showing an inquiring mind. Here
is a tragic note indeed. Youth
has always been our most ardent
poser of questions, critic of prejudices, raiser of dissent, champion of freedom. To lose this fire
of youth is to lose a large part of
the vitality of our nation.
The right of peaceable assembly is no longer sacred to many
frightened Americans. So it is
that the use of a Los Angeles
auditorium was denied for a
meeting at which Bishop Oxnam
was to speak. As you know, efforts to discredit Bishop Oxnam
had been such that he demanded
and got an exhaustive hearing
by the House Un-American Activities Committee, which found
no grounds for charges of Communist affiliation. In my opinion, Bishop Oxnam is not only a
good American, but a great American. The identity of the
speaker, however, is not important. Nor is the point as to whether we agree or disagree with
him or his critics. The question
is simply whether we are willing
to deteriorate into a society in
which people who are labeled as
controversial are not allowed to
speak their piece. In deciding
that question, we shall do well to
remember that among the most
controversial figures of all history are Noah, Jesus, Mohammed and—in our time—Mahatma Ghandi.
These rights which guarantee
justice are today being challenged by a new process of trial
by innuendo, or public accusation. It is a process in which the
accused is assumed guilty until
proved innocent. It is a process
by which one person can do serious and irresponsible harm to
another simply by whispering
such words as "subversive,"
"pink" and "fellow traveler." It
is a procedure—a new form of
Ku Klux Klanism—by which a
group of Americans having no
judicial status whatsoever can
set itself up to pass judgment
(Continued on Page 13)
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Guilt By Association Decried By Convo Speaker
(Continued from Page 12)

on the loyalties of fellow-citizens, and gain no small measure
of acceptance. So it is that a
veterans group in New England
has announced it will draw up a
list of persons in its city which
it deems to be "Communist,"
and the announcement is applauded by altogether too many
people as an act of patriotism.
I have been glad to note, however, that in that New England
city an increasing number of
people have spoken out against
this Un-American practice. Just
as Un-American is the fact that
self-confessed ex-Communists
can make charges of their own
choosing that can ruin innocent
Americans without legal proof
ever being established.
Even lawyers, whose professional code has always been a
bulwark of justice, can be affected by this spreading fear. Persons accused of subversion—presumed innocent until found guilty—are finding it almost impossible to obtain reputable lawyers
to defend them. It is a situation
that weighs heavily on the conscience of many legal men and
one they are trying desperately
to correct. While the situation is
deplorable, it is understandable.
The professional and social consequences a lawyer faces if he
defends anyone who stands
charged as a subversive are serious. The same Americans who
would laugh at the notion that
a lawyer must have murderous
instincts because he defends a
man accused of homocide are

ready to believe that the legal
defender of a person charged
with subversion must be subversive himself.
If that observation seems
somewhat far-fetched to you, I
remind you it is no more fantastic than many other exhibitions
of the concept of "guilt by association" we are witnessing in
these times. Too often "guilt by
association" is a gross trick in
the form of a syllogism. Let me
give you an example:
A Uniter States Senator sponsored a bill for public housing;
Communists advocate public
housing;
Therefore, that Senator was a
Communist.
Absurd, you say? No one
would ever try to get away with
such reasoning? The fact is, an
attack was made on that Senator
by opponents of that bill in that
very fashion. And the senator
was no other than Robert Taft,
as loyal an American as ever
lived!
No one is immune. Whittier
College would not be if, for example, pro-Communists themselves should decide to make you
suspect by exploiting the new
doctrine of guilt by verbal association. If a known Communist
tomorrow were to say that Whittier College is a good school,
your reputation would be tarnished. These are Americans
who would be ready to take up
the hue and cry and put you on
their list. If any one in your
midst should be accused of Communist activity tomorrow, each
of you might well stand to suffer
from the doctrine of guilt by
physical association. You could

wake up some morning one year
or 10 years from now to find
yourself accused of having consorted with, and been tainted by,
subversive people.
If that thought puts a germ
of doubt in your head that causes you to take a sidewise look at
your neighbor, you are reacting
only as too many Americans are
now reacting. Next to fear, nothing can be so destructive of
the unity of our people as distrust—distrust between neighbor and neighbor, friend and
friend, American and American.
I do not mean honest difference
of opinion—I mean frightened,
unfounded, unreasonable distrust. When we sow that suspicion in the form of syllogistic
lies that ruin good men and destroy good organizations, we must
expect to reap the bitter harvest
of a weakened America
To work to make this aland
in which every good citizen is a
first-class American in the eyes
of his fellow citizens, regardless
of race, creed or color—that is
Americanism in the best sense of
the word. To ignore or oppose
that goal is Un-American, or
what President Eisenhower calls
second-rate Americanism.
And thus we have our definitions:
Those things that weaken
freedom and justice, and so tend
to limit further opportunity for
national growth, are Un-American.
Those things that tend to advance our material, intellectual
and spiritual development are,
in the largest and most spacious
meaning of the word, American.
To be a good American is to
act as your conscience dictates.
To be a good American is to
(Continued on Page 14)
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BEAUTY ABOUNDED when these six Poet
coeds vied for the "Poly Vue Queen" title at
all-male Cal Poly of San Dimas. Miss Kathy
Cadinha (top left) of Maui, T.H. was elected
Queen. Princesses (left to right) were Miss
Sally Coburn, Menlo Park; Miss Janet Dixon, Los Angeles; Miss Janet Pitzer, Covina;
Miss Carolyn Matsuda, Waimea, Kauai, T.H.;
and Miss Dixie Stallings, Long Beach.
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Korean Youth Braves
Much To Study Here
VI SUK CHOO (left) 22-year-old Korean who registered at the College in January, overcame visa red-tape as well as
financial difficulties to come to the United States and Whittier. The Pusan youth
heard about Whittier from his father, who
visited here with a group of Korean educators. He plans to study political science
here. Helping him register (left to right)
were James Merrill, instructor in history
and his advisor; student Helen Bell, and
Kenneth N. Richardson, director of admissions.

Hawaii Chapter
(Continued from Page 7)

Hoffman Convo Talk—
(Continued from Page 13)

have not merely tolerance for,
but respect for people of stout
faith, whatever their faith may
be.
To be a good American is to
seek devotedly for the unity of
our people not a unity of conformity, but a unity of diversity,
in which we unite to defend each
other's right to be different.
To be a good American is to
dedicate oneself to the principles
of our founding fathers—the living heritage they gave us in the
great basic documents of our republic.

Landreth Honored—
(Continued from Page 7)

John Arrambide, Joe Gaudio,
George Bryson, Howard Church,
Russell Sullivan, Tom Edwards
and Ed Breitkreutz.
A similar event is planned for
next year about the same time.
Former athletes who were
coached by Landreth and who
would like to join the honoring
group are asked to write Bixby
at his El Monte address.

where colorful and fragrant
flower wreaths were placed around the Robinsons' necks as
a part of the typical Hawaiian
farewell before Dr. and Mrs.
Robinson enplaned for Los Angeles.
Charter members present at
the Lee home were Don Gustason, '34, and Mrs. James Pine
(Alice Joy Huss, '53) ; Mr. and
Mrs. Hilton S. Soong (Dorothy
N. F. Lo, '37) ; Miss Alice Louise
Lacy, '43; Miss Sai Yew Young,
Broadoaks '42; Theodore Ing,
e'34; and Charles Kenn, e'33.

TRAVEL AND MUSIC occupied the attention of these
A Cappella Choir members and their director, Eugene Riddle (seated) before the 40-voice group departed for singing
engagements in Northern California recently. Left to right
are Miss Rosemary Laurence, Jerry Hempenius, Mrs. Maryalice Barker, Warren Marsh and Miss Lorraine Reed.

To be a good American, above
all, is to be unafraid; to be willing to speak up for freedom and
speak out against injustice
If you speak freely, write freely, worship freely, and assemble
for discussions with anyone who
you think can teach you something worthwhile, you will lead
the way for many who are more
timid and less robust. If you
champion equality of opportunity, and respect the rights and
stout faiths of others, you will
show the way brightly to real
Americanism.
The aspirations of our forefathers are still before us; we
must push steadily forward toward the realization of the American dream.
Page 14
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The ROCK Offers Congratulations to
NEWCOMERS

C9

Class of '37
To Mr. and Mrs. Robert M. Kennedy, e'37, (Barbara
C. Todd, '37), a daughter, Deirdre Alice, June 11, 1953.
320 Kellogg Ave., Palo Alto.
Class of '39
To Lt. Corn. and Mrs. John M. Naureckas (Alma
Louise Furman, e'39), a daughter, Laura Melanir, Nov.
2, 1953. 520 S. 2nd St., Warrington, Fla.
To Mr. and Mrs. J. Norman Reid (Mary Jo Walling,
e'39), a daughter, Diane, April 20, 1953. 5932 Varna
Ave., Van Nuys.
Class of '40
To Mr. and Mrs. Earl W. House (Helen Brenn), a
son, Earl Wayne Jr., Jan. 3, 1954. 837 E. Santa Anita,
Burbank.
Class of '41
To Mr. and Mrs. Edward G. Anderson (Ruth Wylie),
a daughter, Marilyn, June 30, 1953. Route 1, Brook
Park, Minn.
To Mr. and Mrs. William G. Henderson (Marilynn
C. Vandersteen), a daughter, Patty, Sept. 30, 1953.
114 E. Camilla, Whittier.
To Mr. and Mrs. William Schmid (Virginia Davies),
a daughter, Marion Katherine, Aug. 28, 1953. 1901
Alta Vista Dr., Alhambra.
Class of '42
To Mr and Mrs. Keith P. Presson (Lois Maurice
Roberts, e'42), a daughter, Patricia, Oct. 3, 1953. 13341
.Galway, Garden Grove.
To Mr. and Mrs. Paul Hardin, uncl., (Lois Rose
Collins), a son, Kenneth James, June 23, 1953. 152 Vicki
Dr., Whittier.
To Mr. and Mrs. Walt Hooker (Carol Calkins, '42),
a son, David Edwin, Dec. 8, 1953. 5411 Harvey Way,
Long Beach 8.
To Mr. and Mrs. Harold Mutz (Verna Osborn), a
son, Lyle, May 31, 1953. 12851 S. Buaro, Orange.
To Mr. and Mrs. Everett J. Dietrick (Gwynn Wardman, '43), twins, Marc and Marlys, Oct. 19, 1953.
6349 Riverside Ave., Riverside.
Class of '46
To Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Rhea (Carol Weber), a son,
Wayne Mack, Feb. 7, 1954. 2725 "B" E. 58th St., Huntington Park.
To Mr. and Mrs. James W. Mooney (Elizabeth B.
Kimber), a daughter, Margaret Louise, Nov. 25, 1953.
3131 Hermosa Ave., Hermosa Beach.
Class of '48
To Mr. and Mrs. Richard Ver Steeg (Donna L.
Frank, e'50), a daughter, Juliana Marie, Nov. 22, 1953.
2730 Sacramento, Apt. 4, San Fransisco 15.
To Mr. and Mrs. John Seemann (Betty Stanley, '47),
a daughter, Suzanne, Feb. 5, 1954, 714 N. Newlin,
Whittier.
Class of '49
To Mr. and Mrs. John Groot (Phoebe Y. Ho, '48), a
daughter, Alison Sue, Feb. 22, 1954. 708 W. Hadley,
Whittier.
To Mr. and Mrs. Wayne R. Grisham, a son, Randall
Wayne, Nov. 28, 1953. 6541 El Pulcro, Long Beach 3.
MARCH 1954
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NEWLY-WEDS
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Class of '42
Lois Maurice Roberts, e'42, to Keith P. Presson, Oct.
15, 1952. At home, 13341 Galway, Garden Grove.
Class of '47
Kay Eaby to Mary Bender, Jan. 22, 1954. At home,
239 N. Painter, Whittier.
Class of '50
James Cheffers to Shirley Edwards, Nov. 25, 1953.
At home, 8945'/2 Santa Fe, Los Angeles 2.
Class of '51
Joan B. Hoyle to Lt. (jg) Robert D. Nellis, Dec. 19,
1953. At home, 3823 Rosemont Ave., Montrose.
Marylyn Harris to Charles V. Wall, Dec. 26, 1953.
At home, 525 N. Greenleaf, Whittier.
Thomas L. Riley to Shirley LaRae Kofford, '52, Feb.
19, 1954. At home, 807 B Almansor, Alhambra.
Bettye P. Jones to John W. Mahan Jr., June 16, 1952.
At home, 2206 Fanwood St., Long Beach.
Class of '52
Eloise Priester to Carl P. Chapman, Dec. 9, 1953. At
home, 50 Locust St., Highland Park, N. J.
Class of '53
Cherie Irene Willard to Donald D. Crinklaw, Dec. 19,
1953. At home, 234 N. Painter, Whittier.
Benjamin P. Granger to Georgia Brown, e'55, Jan.
24, 1954. At home, 54 Broadship Rd., Baltimore 22, Md.
Patricia Marie Myers, e'53 to Raymond E. Klenck,
June 20, 1953. At home, 1954 Lime Ave., Long Beach 6.
Elise Marie Corwin to Charles Hanawalt, Jan. 9,
1954. At home, 205 S. Painter, Whittier.
Carol G. Wendorff to Jerald R. Sharp, Dec. 19, 1953.
At home, 118-B Arbor Vitae, Inglewood.
Ellen Babel to Benjamin F. Arnold, Dec. 22, 1953.
At home, 3833 Virginia Rd., Los Angeles 8.
Class of '54
Joan Dreyer to Merrill Jessup, '53, Feb. 7, 1954. At
home, 435 2 S. Oxford, Indianapolis, Ind.
Shirley Lyall to Lt. William J. Pope, Feb. 14, 1954.
At home, 5009 Anthony, Corpus Christi, Texas.
Dorlene Mae Randall, e'54 to Charles W. Dutton,
Jan. 29, 1954. At home, 49 Oakwood Road, Orinda.
Class of '55
Louise L. Sayer, e'55 to Lawrence A. West, Aug. 23,
1953. At home, 11507 E. Hadley St., Whittier.
Betty June Perrin, e'55 to Robert C. Dorn, Aug. 20,
1953. At home, 1630 Campus Rd., Los Angeles.
Florence L. Nelmes, e'55 to Stephen J. Dodge, June
21, 1953. At home, 2114 Cedar Ave., Long Beach.
Class of '56
Valerie Stever, e'56 to Robert L. Bates, June 26, 1953.
At home, 625 Vale Dr., Whittier.
Peggy Palmer, uncl., to James A. Colman, Jan. 22,
1954. At home, 3230 Conejo, San Bernardino.
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OLD ACQUAINTANCES
News of BROADOAKS Folks
Class of '20
Ruth Newby is principal of the Daniel Webster Elementary School in Pasadena. She is living at 527 E.
Washington St., Pasadena.
Class of '23
Mrs. Ruth (Oiler) Hardison of Midland, Texas, sends
greetings to the members of the Broadoaks Alumnae
Chapter.
Class of '24
Mrs. Esther (Smith) Black is counseling foreign students in the Pasadena area. Her address is 1680 E.
California St.
Class of '25
Mrs. Mildred (Goudge) Woods has been telling stories on television as part of the program of the State
Audists. She is also making education films for audiovisual education. Mildred is living at 204 N. Norton
Ave., Los Angeles.
Class of '26
El Doris Wood is director of instruction and special
services in South Pasadena Schools. She is living at 424
Grand Ave., South Pasadena.
Mrs. Helena (Gutkowski) Adamson is superintendent
of the Washington State Cerebral Palsy Center and consultant for the cerebral palsy program for the State
Department of Public Instruction. Address: 924 3rd
West, Seattle 99, Wash.
Class of '30
Mrs. Hilma (Rhodes) Borden is living at 21 Sicilian
Walk, Long Beach 3. She is assistant elementary supervisor of the Long Beach City Schools.
Class of '32
Mrs. Carrie (Caldwell) Templin finds herself very
busy with P-T.A, Y's Mennettes and church work as
well as her duties as housewife and mother. She is living
at 5224 El Rio Ave., Los Angeles 41.
Class of 34
Mary Lorene Lowe is principal of the Gravious Avenue School in Los Angeles. Address: 75 N. Grand Oaks
Ave., Pasadena.
Class of '39
Deward Millsap is district superintendent of schools
in Yuma, Ariz. His address is San Pasqual Union School,
Box 373, Yuma.
A letter from Mrs. Mary (Adams) Hampson tells of
her activities at Craigie Lodge, Hinderton Rd., Neston
Wirral, Cheshire, England.
Class of '40
Mary Ellen Sheriff is a school nurse in the Los Angeles City School system. She is living at 727 E. Villa,
Pasadena 4.
Mrs. Maudie (Toland) Harrison is living at 2904 N.
Maple St., Millwood, Wash., with her two children,
2.
Barbara, 5V2, and Sandra. 21/
Class of '45
Mrs. Jean (Iler) Shanklin is busy taking care of her
son and twin daughters. The Shanklins are living at
5 Bowles Place, Oakland.
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More Newcomers C'.9
Class of '49
To Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Magnusson (Marjorie Pedersen, '46), a daughter, Carol Louise, Dec. It, 1953. 15406
Luitwiler Ave., La Mirada.
Class of '50
To Mr. and Mrs. Clement W. Cochran (Joanna
Craum, '51), a son, Gregory, Nov. 15, 1953. 1333 Firebird, Whittier.
To Mr. and Mrs. Richard Major (Louise Weingartner), a son, David Richard, Nov. 17, 1953. 6 Cherry
Lane, Taft.
To Mr. and Mrs. Sanford Gross, a son, Benjamin
Andrew, Mar. 3, 1954. 603 Clement St., Radford,
Virginia.
Class of '51
To Mr. and Mrs. Malcom D. Wise (Madeline Thomas, '51), a daughter, Catherine Linda, Dec. 10, 1953.
89 4th St., Astoria, Ore.
To Mr. and Mrs. Donald E. Lahr (Doris Throckmorton, '50), a son, Donald Alvin, Jan. 2, 1954. 56 61st
St., Long Beach.
To Mr. and Mrs. Eric Birch, a daughter, Cindy,
July 23, 1953. 432 Oak Dale Dr., Rialto.
To Mr. and Mrs. John M. Fugitt (Eva Draper, '51),
a son, David, Jan. 15, 1954. Hoopa Valley School, Hoopa.
To Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Jones (Barbara Belton, '51),
a daughter, Candace Suanne, Nov. 26, 1953. P. 0. Box
756, Indio.
Class of '53
To Mr. and Mrs. Don L. Jenkins (Barbara Van Arsdall, '53), a daughter, Deborah Ann, Jan. 12, 1954.
10448 Ceres Ave., Whittier.
To Mr. and Mrs. William Felburg (Sunya Lerner),
a daughter, Leane Beth, July 2, 1953. 128 Via Sego,
Redondo Beach.
Class of '54
To Mr. and Mrs. L. Gordon Siemens, e'54, (Belva
F. Taylor, e'54), a son, Dale Lynn, Sept. 27, 1953. Rt. 2,
Box 416, Lancaster.

CLASS NOTES
Class of '10
Burtis and Mary (Wright, e'17) Healton are enjoying
retirement in their Lakeport home near Clear Lake
Union High School where Mr. Healton, who recently
celebrated his 70th birthday, was for 30 years a teacher.
The Healtons' address is Lakeport, Calif.
Class of '11
Samuel C. Pickett recently retired as head of the rating division of the State of Connecticut Insurance Dept.
He was the organizer of this division which approved
all rates for fire and casualty insurance coverage written in the State. He now lives on Macktown Rd., Windsor, Conn.
Mrs. Clarke H. (Agatha Jessup) Congdon writes that
she leads a busy life with her four children, three married with eight grandchildren, all living in Palo Alto.
Mrs. Congdon is living at 125 Webster, Palo Alto.
THE ROCK
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Class of '17
Lewis and Emma (Setzer, e'19) Cox report they
spent the first Sunday of the New Year worshipping in
the La Jolla Chapel of Chaplain Charles (e'17) and
Cora (Marshburn, '15) Sydnor. The Coxes live at 607
Cliff Dr., Newport Beach.
All the way from England, Joseph L. Findlay writes
of a long spell of freezing weather and snow. Mr. Findlay's address is c/o Kellogg Int'l Corp., Kellogg House,
7-8 Chandos St., London, W. 1, England.
Class of '23
Robert W. Myers writes that he is chairman of the
Smaller Business Committee of the Credit Men's Division of the National Retail Dry Goods Assn. Bob is
living at 433 N. Stanford Way, Whittier.
Class of '24
Word has been received of the death of Rev. Olin M.
Graham on Dec. 28, 1953. He had been the minister of
the First Methodist Church in Vancouver, Wash., for
the past five years.
Class of '25
Forrest Ferguson passed away Feb. 3 at his home
in Holtville. He is survived by his mother, Stella Ferguson; his wife Betty; and two sons, Douglas and Dennis. Two brothers, Laurel (e'15) and Eldred (e'19)
of Holtville, and two sisters, Mrs. Walter Ward (Olive
Ferguson, e'19) of Anaheim and Mrs. Everett Adams
(Esther Ferguson, '32), attended Whittier College.
Oran L. Cosand, 1512 S. Ninth St., Alhambra, writes
that his son Neal graduated from Caltech last June.
Daughter Janet is a junior at Whittier this year.
Class of '26
E. Florence Evans is working at The City of Hope,
Duarte, a national research center for tuberculosis and
malignant diseases. A registered nurse, she lives at 397
W. Montecito Ave., Sierra Madre.
Class of '29
Eugart Yerian, 3778 Marion Ave., Memphis, Tenn.,
recently received the Fannie E. Mofrison award from
Pasadena Playhouse. The award is given to "a playhouse graduate who has achieved distinction in the
theatre." In addition to directing the Memphis Little
Theatre, Eugart is running a movie-radio-TV talent
agency.

4.

'Family Portraits'—The Hales
With this issue, THE ROCK presents the
first in what it hopes will be a series of
"Whittier College Family Portraits." In this
case it's the John and Eloise Hales family
of 11022 E. Townley Dr., Whittier. The boys
(1. to r.) are Jack, Dick and Ronnie. THE
ROCK will appreciate suggestions from its
readers of other Whittier families for its
"Portrait" gallery.
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Wallace Wiggins is working at Aerojet General Co.
in Azusa as a development engineer in charge of technical reports. Wally and his wife Camilla (Luttrell, '31),
have bought a new home at 838 Hillside Lane in Whittier. The Wiggins have a daughter, Lyndall, a junior in
high school, and a son, Wallace, in the fifth grade.
Class of '30
Beryl Cole recently accepted a position as research
assistant in the Division of State and Local School Systems of the U. S. Office of Education in Washington,
D.C. Beryl was formerly counselor at Sacramento Senior High School. Her address is Frankford Hall, 40
Plattsburg Ct., Washington 16, D.C.
Class of '33
Byron and Helen (McClean, '35) Netzley write that
Byron has just retired from being president of Lemon
Grove Kiwanis and is now president of San Diego
County Administrators Assn. Helen is third vice president and extension director for Ninth District, California Congress of Parents and Teachers. They have a
son, Ron, 16, a junior at Helix High School, and a
daughter, Sherry, 10, in the 5th grade. Their address
is P. 0. Box 128, Lemon Grove.
Class of '34
Murle "Mashie" Mashburn has a power tool supply
business in Anaheim. He and wife Barbara (Rees) live
at 230 Canyon Crest, Whittier.
Mrs. Clare 0. Dale (E. Joanne Brown) is teaching
10th grade English at Compton High School, 1953-54.
She is also supervisor of orientation for the first year
class. She is living at 432 W. Palm #2, Compton.
Mrs. Jack Snow (Leona May Mendenhall) is teaching 5th grade at Buena Park. She has a daughter, Nancy, a junior at Fullerton High, a son, Bob, in the 5th
grade, and another son, Tom, in kindergarten. The
Snows are at 10701 E. Ocean, La Habra.
Class of '35
Cloyda Mangrum has been in Paris for the past two
years and after being home for Christmas has returned
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for another two years. Cloyda's address is c/o Legal
Attache, American Embassy, Paris, France.
Class of '36
Mrs. Sam Homey (Elizabeth Paxton) recently toured
California with her husband where they spoke in many
churches telling of the mission work in Taos, N. M. The
Homey's address is Box 1531, Taos, N. M.
Nathaniel 0. Clark, 8057 30th Ave. N., St. Petersburg, Fla., writes that he is an instructor at Tomlinson
Vocational High School in St. Petersburg, teaching
business education subjects. He will receive his Florida
secondary administration and supervision certificates
next June.
Class of '37
Lloyd and Carolyn (Petty, e'35) Bishop have two
sons, Bradley, 10, and Dennis, 7. Lloyd is teaching at
Sweetwater Union High School in National City. The
Bishops are living at 884 Madison, Chula Vista.
Class of '38
Mrs. Donald Carson (Mary Elizabeth Willmorth)
writes that her husband is an engineer with the General
Electric Co. in the Los Angeles office. They have two
boys, Morton, 8, and Donald, 5. The Carsons are living
at 100 S. Sunnyside Ave., Pasadena.
Letters from Mr. and Mrs. Horace S. Rees (Marjorie
Rueger, '41) tells of their activities and children, Stanton, 10, and Dorothy, 6. Horace has been teaching industrial arts at the Mountain View School in El Monte
for the past seven years. This year he is president of the
Los Angeles County Industrial Education Assn. Marjorie is president of the Lydia Jackson School P.-T.A.
and president of the Whittier College-Community Symphony of which she has been a member for 13 years.
The Rees family is living at 542 E. Walnut St., Whittier.
Class of '39
Cliff and Patricia (Murray, '49) Jordan report that
Cliff has been elected president of Humboldt County
Administrators Assn. The Jordan family includes daughter Joanna and son Todd. The Jordans enjoy life on the
Indian Reservation in Northern California, Cliff writes.
Their address is Hoopa, Calif.
Class of '41
Pat (Foley, e'41) Tackabury, Ellen (Welsh) Tufts,
Mary (Thompson, e'41) Sydnor, Annabell (Richter)
Henderson, Mary Ellen (Perry) Hartman, Jane (Tregay) Lion and Jane Hockett had lunch together at Bullocks Wilshire in Los Angeles Jan.2. All started together
as members of the Class of '41 and some hadn't seen
each other since graduation. Jane Hockett, who was the
guest of honor, is returning to Damascus, Syria, to resume her work with the American Legation.
Herb and Barbara (Mitchell, e'44) Tebbetts have
built a new home in Friendly Hills at 8433 Enramada
Ave. They have three children, Ronnie 9, Patty, 71,6,
and Joanne, 5'/2, who go to Ocean View School and are
busy with music and swimming lessons.
Dr. Frank A. Rogers will be moving his family to
Whittier this spring where he plans to practice general
surgery. The Rogers have a son, 3 and a girl, 1.
Mrs. George Coffman (Barbara Murray), 4400 S. W.
Dosch Road, Portland, Ore., is a child welfare worker
in the Multnomah County Public Welfare foster home
department. Her husband is a salesman for VirginiaPage 18

Carolina Chemical Corp. They have two children, Carole, 92, and Elaine, 64.
Class of '42
Mrs.. Robert J. Saul (Margaret Miller, e'42) writes
that she has just had her first story accepted for publication. "A Kitten for Tommy" will appear in "Children's Activities" soon. Margaret is living at 15904 Casimir Ave., Gardena.
Capt. Lewis P. Mann is stationed at an Air Force
Base in Greenland while his wife, Josephine (Barmore,
'43), and his three children await his return to Whittier
at 638 Canobie.
Norma L. Perkins, 191 S. Cypress, Orange, is conductor of the newly formed Newport Harbor Youth Symphony Orchestra.
A letter from Mrs. Rodman A. Garren (Eleanor
Railsback) tells of their activities and four children.
Rod has been appointed manager of the Stan Curry
Poultry Farm which is operated by the Donsing Breeding Farm and Hatchery Co.
They were recently featured in the Donsing Leghorn
Letter:
"Rod and his wife, Eleanor, have always been keenly
interested in 4H work. Rod was designated All Star
Member of Los Angeles County in 1940, and Eleanor
received the same honor in 1941. Both have been 4H
Club Leaders of Sacramento County for the past three
years, working with high school 4H groups, besides raising a family of four fine children."
Class of '43
A note from Marjorie and Hugh Ehrhard (e'43) tells
of their new address at 1208 Huntington St., Salinas.
Hugh is bacteriologist in charge of the Monterey
County Health Department laboratory in Salinas. The
Ehrhards have one son, Ted, 18 months.
Class of '44
Edward Ruxton II is the principal of the Olançha
Union Elementary School in Inyo County.
Class of '47
Dr. Florence Miller (Davis) has been in general practice in Perris, Calif., for the past several months. Her
husband, Orval, has a 20-acre ranch, raising poultry
and doing general farming. Ensign W. Stanley Davis
('51) was home for the holidays after a seven-month
tour of duty off the coast of Japan and Korea. Dr. Miller and husband reside at 1203 Lakeview, Nuevo, Calif.
Fred L. Pearson is teaching at Downey High School.
He lives with his wife, Doris (Chambers, e'49) and
three children at 9547 La Villa, Downey.
Le Roy (e'43) and Kati (Hudspeth) Ferguson recently toured 23 of the United States via train and a new
automobile purchased in Detroit. While enroute they
visited Miss Lucile Verhulst, former dean of women at
Whittier College, at Syracuse, N. Y.; Margaret (Hodson, '49) Shannon in New Brunswick, N. J., where her
husband, Lee, is working on his Ph. D. at Rutgers; Dr.
Harold Walker, '46, in Wichita, Kan.; and the offices of
Vice President Richard M. Nixon, '34, although they
did not visit with him as he was preparing to go abroad.
After one month of travel they were anxious to return
to their home in Holtville and children, Lee Ann, 3, and
Sterling, 1.
THE ROCK
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Frances R. Warnock, 4200 Miraleste Dr., San Pedro,
is head nurse at the Jenks Convalescent Unit of Huntington Hospital in Pasadena.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Cravatt (Marie Marling,
e'36) of 115 B Carson Way, Bakersfield, write:
"I have been teaching 7th grade and 7th and 8th
grade typing for the past five years at Lerdo, which is
located 12 miles north of Bakersfield. Our two sons,
Danny, 4'/2, and Kyle, 3, see to it we never have a dull
moment in our household. Our home is always open to
Alumni Association members traveling this way."
Class of '49
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Tilton (Betty Cleavinger,
e'50) are living at 3944 Seneca, Los Angeles 39. Larry
recently accepted an offer to be the southwest wholesale
representative for Vance, Sanders and Co., national
distributors of Massachusetts Investors Trust as well as
five other mutual investment companies.
Major Watt Hill is back in the Air Force after teaching three and a half years at Downey High. He conducts
academic training department at Laredo AFB, Texas.
Eunice, his wife, and three children are with him at
2107 San Jose St., Laredo.
Ralph and Barbara (Ranzona, '51) Myers, 602 Milliken, Whittier, have two daughters, Terri Lynn, 3, and
Becky Ann, 9 months. Ralph is with the department
store in addition to his foreign car partnership.
Class of '50
Barbara French and Marilyn Brown, '52, are planfling a trip to Europe next summer. They are scheduled
to sail on the S. S. United States on July 9.
Joseph A. Steffen writes that they have moved into a
new home at 10126 Grayling Ave., Whittier. Joe is
teaching at Whittier High School.
Mrs. Robert Cole (Sally Richardson) is living in New
Jersey until June when Bob will be discharged from the
Army. She writes that she is looking forward to returning to Southern California. The Coles' address is 600
Fifth Ave., Asbury Park, N. J.
Walter I. Norling is teaching in Eastern Colorado.
It's a small school, he says, and his load includes some
of everything, even girls' activities. Walter's address is
P. 0. Box 43, Laird, Cob.
Donald W. Baudrand is in partnership in D. L. Eldred Plating Lab, in Los Angeles. He and his wife and
two children are living in a new home at 5214 Persimmon, Temple City.
Lowell Petterson is a research chemist at Pacific Coast
Borax in Los Angeles. His wife, Pat (Gallagher, '51),
is teaching 3rd grade in the Ranchito School District
for the third year. They live at 9747 Armley Ave., Whittier.
Joe Wilcox is working at the North Hollywood YM
CA and also is Minister of Education at Christ Memorial Church in Studio City. Joe and his wife, Mary Lou
(Keen, e'50) have a daughter, Susan, 3. They reside
at 11701 Hortense, North Hollywood.
Class of '51
Mrs. Richard Chamberlain (Barbara Black) and
her husband have bought a house in East Whittier at
10520 La Cima Dr., and she is now teaching at Orchard
Dale School in East Whittier. Dick is now enrolled in
Whittier College and will graduate in 1955.
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W. Bruce Patton, son of Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Patton
of 331 Meridian Ave., Alhambra, was killed when his
Navy jet fighter crashed 30 miles off the California
coast near Monterey last December.
He was graduated from Alhambra High School in
February, 1947, and Whittier College in June of 1951.
While at Whittier, Bruce was active in athletics as a
member of the '49 and '50 SCIC championship football
team. He was a member of the Orthogonian Society.
Mrs. Robert Oyler (Joan Wright) and her husband
are teaching in the Chino schools. They are living at
649 Washington, Chino.
Mr. and Mrs. William W. Mountcastle Jr. are living
at 652 Huntington Ave., Boston 15, Mass., where Monty
is completing his work at the seminary. He plans to do
graduate work at Boston toward a Ph.D. following
graduation in June. Ila (Warner, e'50) is kept busy
with their son, Chris, 2'/2.
John and Eva (Draper) Fugitt are living at Hoopa,
Calif., with their new son (See "Newcomers" section),
where John is teaching 5th grade.
Rupert R. (Rip) Ridgeway Jr. was promoted to Lt.
(jg) on Oct. 1, 1953, while serving aboard the USS
Pine Island, a seaplane tender.
Alfred Rath is attending USC, working toward his
Ph.D. in political science. Since last summer he has
been working at the Austrian Trade Delegation (commercial department of the Austrian Consulate) as an
assistant to the Commercial Attache.
A letter from Mrs. Laurabel (Tift) Ewick tells that
she has returned to teaching kindergarten in Long
Beach. The Ewicks are living at 22425 Warmside Ave.,
Torrance.
Thomas DeHart, US vice consul at Munich, Germany, is living with his wife and two boys. They were
recently visited by Dr. and Mrs. Franklin Farman of
Whittier. The position in Munich is the first Diplomatic
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Service post for Tom. The mailing address of the DeHarts is American Consulate General, A.P.O. 407, New
York City, N. Y.
A note from Eric Birch tells of the birth of their
daughter (see "Newcomers" section) which makes two
girls in the family now. Eric is teaching biology and
physiology as well as being head of the math and science
departments at Fontana High School. They recently
purchased a new home at 432 Oak Dale Dr., Rialto.
Class of '52
Jack Halloran was recently appointed assistant sales
manager of the Wilton Hotel, Long Beach, as part of
an extensive program by the hotel's management of
convention and sales meeting solicitation. Prior to this
appointment, Jack had been teaching at Bellflower
Junior High School and also associated with the sales
force of the Texas Oil Co. He is living at 260 Glendora,
Long Beach.
Keith E. Green is now in the US Army taking his
basic training at Fort Ord.
Mary Montgomery writes that she has been home
from the hospital for some time now and is convalescing at the home of her parents at 205 I St. Brawley.
Class of '53
Evelyn M. Page is teaching homemaking in Big Pine
and writes that she enjoys it very much. Her address is
Box 7, Big Pine.
Janet Banks is a teaching assistant in the women's
physical education department and also doing graduate

work for the General Secondary Credential at Whittier
College. She is living at 115 Berkeley Way, Whittier.
Bill Bonney is stationed at Fort Ord. His address is
Pvt.-1 William W. Bonney, US 56 224 214, Co. L. 1st
Inf. Reg., Fort Ord. Margaret (Atherton) is living at
404 S. Mayo, Compton, while Bill is in the service.
Teddy Lou (Payne) and Don (e'53) Calaway are
living in the state of Washington where Don is with
the US Army at Fort Lewis.
Cecilia Wiant writes:
doing my dietetic internship at Christ Hospital,
Cincinnati, 0. It's tough work but worth all the trouble."
Cecilia is living at 45 University Ave., Delaware, 0.
Ellen (Babel) Arnold (see "Weddings" section) is
teaching kindergarten in East Whittier. Ben is now in
Baltimore, Md., at the US Army C.I.C. school.
Joe Nichols recently finished his basic training and
also eight weeks of training in the clerk-typist school
at Fort Ord.
Class of '54
Patrick M. Yoneda (e'54) writes:
"Am in the US Army. I took my basic training at
Schofield Barracks, Oahu, T. H.! Now assigned to Fort
Shafter, Honolulu, T. H. (Adjutant General's office).
"Saw Vice President Nixon when he visited the
'Pineapple Pentagon' on his stop-over on the way to
the Far East.
"Aloha."

